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The Analytics Series
Analytical tools can seem scary at first glance. Some of us can have an aversion to numbers
and percentages displayed on these platforms and their jargon doesn’t always make sense.
However, once we begin to delve into them, we can’t get enough of them as they’re essential
to know our audiences better.
Audience demographics is the information that most organisations in Northern Ireland know
how to get their hands on and use on a regular basis to guide their activities. It is a must-have
knowledge but there has to be more than that to create a strong relationship between your
organisation and your audience. When we say we know someone, it is not only about their
age or where they live, but also about what they like and what they dislike, how they live their
lives and how they spend their spare time. These elements are the key to your success. If you
show your audience that you know these details about them and that you have included them
within your programme, marketing content, ticketing strategy and so on, they will feel seen
and heard. Feeling seen and heard often equals reciprocity, appreciation and loyalty. Isn’t
that what we all want?
We created the Analytics Series to help you find out these little details about your audience,
with the tools you already have. We’re all lucky that the platforms we use all come up with
free, built-in analytics and insights. We then only need to make some time to look at them
and know how to read them. Like with exercise or arts, it takes time to perfect your craft and
for it to become a habit. But it’s all incredibly worth it!
In this first toolkit, we’re looking at Google Analytics, what it is and what information it can
give you, what elements you should track on it and why those are important. This toolkit is
for people who have never used Google Analytics or have just installed the platform on their
website and aren’t sure how to use it. Its reading doesn’t have to be linear depending on your
level of knowledge. We hope it will help!
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What is Google Analytics?
Google Analytics is a free analytic tool that looks at anything
related to your website. It can show you who your visitors are,
how they found your website, what they are doing on your
website and if they are contributing to you reaching your
goals (we’ll talk more about that later in this toolkit).

It is not automatically installed on your website and will need to be set up. No need to worry,
it’s not complicated! You will only need to create an account on Google or sign in with your
work email address if it is already on the Gmail server. Follow the instructions, copy and paste
the code in your website’s content management system and voila! If you need some guidance
or would like us to do it for you, get in touch.

What does it track?
Once your account is ready to go and the system had some time to collect information about
your website visitors, it’s time to do some reporting. The categories you will be looking at are
the following:

Real-time: As its heading says, it shows you
anything that is happening right now on your website.

Audience: Demographic data – gender, age
range and location. Personal data will never be
collected so it is all GDPR-compliant  In ‘Audience
overview’, you will also be able to find overall page
views, number of sessions, new vs. returning visitors
across a specific time period.


Acquisition: The different sources that led your

visitors to your website.


Behaviour: What content your visitors are the most interested in, their journey
through your website and what actions they are taking.



Conversions: Completed activities that contribute to the success of your organisation.
It can be a goal conversion (for example, when someone signed up to your newsletter)
or an e-commerce conversion (such as ticket sales). Both need to be set up within the
‘Admin’ panel of your account.
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What you should track and why
Before starting to gather any information in a report, it is important to define the purpose of
your website. What are you trying to achieve? Do you regularly update your website with
blogs, articles and other informative content? Are you selling tickets to your shows on your
website? Does your organisation offer a lot of activities online and offline and your website is
one of your medium for delivering your programme? There are hundreds of different options
and only you will have the answer. It doesn’t have to be just one purpose, it could be a few.
According to your aim(s), different things will be more important to track than others but read
below a general overview of what you should be looking at:

Audience reporting
The data found in Overview, and in Google
Analytics in general, is never 100% accurate as
most people use a lot of different devices to
access the same content. Google Analytics
doesn’t look at IP addresses to gather its data
but only at cookies stored the first time
someone visits your website. Numbers will
always be a bit higher than what they actually
are.
You shouldn’t worry about a high bounce rate.
Bounce is a single page visit so if interactions
within a page don’t generate another page
visit, it will still count as bounce. One way to
reduce your bounce rate is to add calls-toaction at the end of your content to visit
other pages.
New visitors will always be greater than returning visitors, as we explained
earlier. However, we noticed that cultural organisations have a significantly
higher rate. Keep this in mind when designing your content and user
experience, your website must be accessible. These people don’t know you
so help them understand who you are and what you do.
Demographics and Geo are the
areas where you will find
information about your audience’s
age, gender and location. The
Demographics dimension will
need to be turned on in order to be
tracked.
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In Mobile, you will be able
to see what your audience’s
preferred device is. If you
have a lot of visitors coming
to your website via their
phone, make sure your
website is mobile-friendly.

Acquisition reporting
In Overview, you will find the
different channels that brought
visitors to your website. Traffic is
divided as organic (from Google
search), direct (website was typed
directly into the address bar),
social
(from
social
media
channels) and referral (other
websites linking to yours).

There are other channels such
as email or paid search that will
appear
in
your
report
depending on your activity. You
will also notice other traffic.
This is when the source is not
available or is not being picked
up by Google.

Acquisition reporting can
inform your marketing
strategy and can help
you determine which
one of your channel is
the most efficient. It can
also tell you if other
websites that should be
linking to yours aren’t.

Organic search is usually the channel that brings in the most revenue
so make sure your SEO is on point. You can find out what terms
people used in organic search by looking at ‘Channels’ and click on
organic search. These will help to refine your SEO. Social and Referral
are better to drive traffic.

Behaviour reporting
This is where you will find page views
for all your content and most popular
pages. Those numbers show you what
your audience is the most interested
in and can help you determine what to
include in your programme.
Landing and exit pages in site content
can be helpful to reorganise the way
it is displayed as they show your
visitors’ journey through your
website. It will not necessarily be your
homepage.
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You can start by fixing broken
links on your website. You can
find those under site content,
all pages, page title and type in
search bar ‘page unavailable’ or
‘page not found’.

Site speed tells you how long
a page takes to load. If it is
more than 3 seconds, it is
considered too long and it
might be because the page
features heavy image files.

If your website features a search bar, site search tracks the words and
terms people are looking for and therefore what they’re interested in. If
they’re searching something that you currently don’t have on offer, you
could add it to your programme or website content to answer your
audience’s needs.
Events is the section where you can track anything that isn’t URL-based
such as sign-up to your newsletter, downloadable documents, outbound
link clicks, video plays, scroll depth, email, phone or ticket clicks. These
will need to be set up with Google Tag Manager (also free to use).

Conversion reporting
Goals are for identifying and
measuring positive actions that
happen on your website. There are
3 types of goals: destination (a page
you want your visitors to reach, for
example a thank you page after the
purchase of a ticket), engagement
and action (those are events
mentioned above).
In Funnel visualisation, under Goals, you can have a clear picture of your
audience’s journey through your website to achieve your set up goal. For
example, you can look at the ticket buying process. If there’s a high drop out
at checkout or at some stage during the process itself, you need to
understand why. Maybe the process is too long or there’s a mandatory field
that a lot of people don’t feel comfortable filling in.
Conversion rates are great to determine how many people are doing what
you want them to do and they can also be useful for your marketing strategy.
You can compare different segments of the data to find out who is more
likely to do certain actions. Is it a younger age group buying tickets for a
specific show? Are women booking more than men?
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Additional Tips

The shield next to Audience Overview
should always be green. If it’s a different
colour, it is not set up correctly and numbers
will not be accurate. To prevent that from
happening, avoid running long-time period,
filtered views and custom reports. Shorttime period reports – weekly or monthly –
are preferred.

Don’t forget to filter out
bot and internal traffic as
well as Facebook links
counted
twice
(a.k.a.
FBCLID). This can be done
in the Admin panel of your
account.

Test your website user experience with audience members. Not your members or
very loyal customers who are already used to your website. Put a call out on your
social media channels with an incentive and let them tell you what they think.

Further resources
Free Google Analytics course with Google
Digital Culture Network
5 ways to make website analytics work for ticketing webinar by Chris Unitt
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